
Revelation: Dragon Cycle
Conflict: Dragon Attack
(Rev. 12:1–18)

General Outline

Revelation 
of J/Christ

(1:1–8)

Prologue
Jesus/John

Revelation 
of J/Christ
(22:6–21)

Epilogue
Jesus/John

Literary Structure: “prophesy again” (10:11)
Revelation

Seals
6:1–8:1

Trumpets
8:2–11:19

Bowls
15:1–16:21Rev 10:11: 

“prophesy again”

Revelation

Seals
6:1–8:1

Trumpets
8:2–11:19

Bowls
15:1–16:21Rev 11:18: “your 
wrath came”

Literary Structure: “your wrath came” (11:18)

Rev 11:18: “Your wrath came, and the 
time came for the dead to be judged, . . . 
and to destroy those who destroy the 
earth.”



LIterary Structure: Thematic PartsLIterary Structure: Thematic Parts
Judgment Cycle (6—20)

Conflict
• Dragon Attack
• Beast Agents
Conquest
• Prelude
• Bowls
• Perspectives
Climax

Christ Cycle (6–11)
Almighty God & His Christ

Dragon Cycle (12–20)
Red Dragon & His Beasts

Seals 1–4
Seal 5
Seal 6
Interlude
• 144,000
• Multitude

Seal 7

Trumpets 1–4
Trumpet 5
Trumpet 6
Interlude
• Scroll
• Witnesses

Trumpet 7

Conflict
• Dragon Attack
• Beast Agents
Conquest
• Prelude
• Bowls
• Perspectives
Climax
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Literary Structure: Linguistic
Dragon Cycle (12—20)

I. Linguistic Tie: “And I saw a great sign in heaven”
A. Woman (12:1): “and I saw a great sign in heaven”
B. Dragon (12:3): “and I saw another sign in heaven”
C. Bowls (15:1): “and I saw another sign in heaven”

II. Integrates Entire Dragon Cycle (12:1–20:15)
A. Rev 12–13: red dragon (12) calls up beasts (13), 

which leads to bowl judgments on this kingdom
B. Rev 14–20: bowl prelude (14) anticipates victory, 

then bowl judgments (15–16), then bowl judg-
ment perspectives (harlot, 17; Babylon, 18–19; 
rider, 19; millennium, 20), then final climax (20)

Literary Emphasis: Creation
Dragon Cycle (12—20)

I. Creation Focus
A. Part 1 (Rev 1–11)

God: Alpha, Omega (1:8); creator of all (4:11)
Christ: origin of God’s creation (3:14)
angels: creation as ground of oaths (10:6)

B. Part 2 (Rev 12–22)
appropriating pagan creation myths
presenting new creation imagery (21:1)

Literary Emphasis: Creation
Dragon Cycle (12—20)

II. Creation imagery: four living creatures
A. Part 1: symbolic of creation (4:6–11); central to 

Lamb’s worship (5:6); participate in Seal 
Judgments (6:1); participate in Great Multitude 
(7:11)

B. Part 2: participate in second 144,000 scene 
(14:3); inaugurate climatic Bowl Judgments 
(15:7); participate in Hallelujah Chorus (19:4)

Literary Strategy: Rhetorical
Dragon Cycle (12—20)

I. Subverting Pagan Myth
A. Pagan mythological language deconstructed
B. Jewish mythological language reinterpreted
C. Subverting the mythic with christological truth

II. Reimaging Church Conflict
A. Cosmic: story has deeper characters
B. Critical: story has destiny implications
C. Cultural: story has assimilation challenges
D. Literary: reconfiguring story with character-driven 

plot and intimating the eschatological future



Dragon Cycle (12—20)
“John evokes ancient creation myths to 
modulate his story into a cosmic key. This 
mythic language taps into the deep 
psyche of his Greco-Roman audience. 
Asia Minor churches can envision their 
struggles with arrogant Rome and her 
blasphemous emperors as nothing less 
than reincarnations of the powerful and 
fearsome primeval chaos monster.”

—Dr. Stevens

Woman/Dragon: Creation/Combat Myth
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

I. Structure: Intercalation

Woman/Dragon
Part 1

(12:1–6)

Michael/Dragon
Intercalation

(12:7–12)

Woman/Dragon
Part 2

(12:13–18)

Christological
Hymn

(12:10–12)

I. Background Imagery
A. Ancient myth

pagan: twelve signs of the Zodiac
Greek: birth of Apollo

B. Jewish reinterpretation
twelve signs of Zodiac = twelve tribes of Israel
the Lord slays the sea dragon Leviathan

C. John’s rewrite: countering empire propaganda
countering emperor as Apollo, Rome as Queen
real “Apollo” hero defeating evil is Jesus

Woman/Dragon: Part 1 (12:1–6)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Woman/Dragon: Part 1 (12:1–6)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Greek Myth—Birth of Apollo:
Zeus impregnates Leto, whose offspring, 

Apollo, is destined to destroy the dragon 
Python. Python attempts to kill Leto and the 
child to thwart his own fatal end, but Poseidon 
intervenes by hiding Leto on the island Delos 
sunk under the sea. Leto gives birth, and her 
son Apollo eventually kills Python as fated.



Woman/Dragon: Part 1 (12:1–6)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

“John’s creation theology is applied to 
ancient chaos myth to deconstruct the 
pagan elements and reconstruct the 
christological truth. Precedent for such a 
reinterpretation already had been 
suggested to John through Jewish 
reformulations of ancient chaos myths 
using Leviathan, their own form of the 
seven-headed sea monster.”

—Dr. Stevens

Woman/Dragon: Part 1 (12:1–6)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

I. Woman with Child (12:1–2)
A. Description: alllusive of Queen of Heaven

“clothed with the sun,” “moon under her feet”
“crown of 12 stars”: zodiac, tribes of Israel
goddess Roma: city of Rome as Queen Mother

B. With child: allusive of Apollo myth
Jewish adaptations

woman in labor = Israel (Isa. 26:17–18)
child = messiah

John’s appropriation: child = messiah = Jesus

Woman/Dragon: Part 1 (12:1–6)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

II. Great, Red Dragon (12:3–4)
A. Description: alllusive of creation/chaos monster

seven heads = traditional; diadems = dominion
ten horns = power
tail, third of stars = traditional
traditional creation/chaos monster

Python (Greek)
Tiamat (Babylonian)
Leviathan (Jewish)

B. Plot: poised to kill the child

Woman/Dragon: Part 1 (12:1–6)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

III. Dragon Circumvented (12:5–6)
A. Child’s story: birth, destiny, ascension

male child: Apollo’s role subverted
“rule . . . rod of iron” = Ps 2 allusion

messianic text for both Jews and Christians
John’s way of saying Apollo = Jesus
“reign” never actually described

snatched to heaven: ascension
death/resurrection passed over
constrained by mythic structure



Woman/Dragon: Part 1 (12:1–6)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

III. Dragon Circumvented (12:5–6)
B. Woman’s story: flight and refuge

wilderness refuge for 1260 days
same as temple, witnesses periods (11:2, 3)

Woman/Dragon: Creation/Combat Myth
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

I. Structure: Intercalation

Woman/Dragon
Part 1

(12:1–6)

Michael/Dragon
Intercalation

(12:7–12)

Woman/Dragon
Part 2

(12:13–18)

Christological
Hymn

(12:10–12)

I. Two Principal Characters
A. Michael, the archangel

post-exilic: one of seven Jewish archangels
warrior angel for Israel (Dan. 10:13, 21; 12:1)
casts fallen angels in fiery furnace (1 En. 54:6)
prince of light leading apocalyptic battle

B. Satan, the devil
no biblical biography
primeval expulsion from heaven = John Milton
Jesus sees Satan fall (Lk. 10:18; cf. Rev. 12:11)

Michael/Dragon: Intercalation (12:7–12)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Michael/Dragon: Intercalation (12:7–12)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Mission of the Seventy:
“The seventy returned with joy, saying, 
‘Lord, even the demons submit to us in 
your Name!’ He said to them, ‘I saw 
Satan fall from heaven like a flash of 
lightning.’”—Lk. 10:18
*Note the context: disciples’ mission is witness.



Michael/Dragon: Intercalation (12:7–12)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

II. War in Heaven (12:7–9)
A. Description: minimal

protagonist, antagonist, and their angels
battle not described, but dragon defeated
sets up christological hymn that follows

earthly events have heavenly counterparts
Satan’s heavenly defeat = cross of Christ

B. Descent: down to earth
dragon = “serpent,” “Devil,” “Satan,” “deceiver”
sets up continuing struggle with woman, part 2

Woman/Dragon: Creation/Combat Myth
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

I. Structure: Intercalation

Woman/Dragon
Part 1

(12:1–6)

Michael/Dragon
Intercalation

(12:7–12)

Woman/Dragon
Part 2

(12:13–18)

Christological
Hymn

(12:10–12)

III. Victory Hymn (12:10–12)
A. God’s kingdom, Messiah’s authority

accuser role of Satan (12:10)
“war of words” (cf. 1:16; Dr. Stevens)
witness/testimony operative theology

conquering role of believers (12:11)
“by blood of Lamb” = sacrificial death
“by the word of their testimony” = f. witness
fulfilling Promise section of Seven Letters

Michael/Dragon: Intercalation (12:7–12)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Michael/Dragon: Intercalation (12:7–12)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

sharp, two-edged 
sword out of mouth of 

Son of Man

“to him who conquers”

“by the word of their testimony”:
• Jesus, the faithful witness (1:5; 3:14)
• John, the faithful witness (1:2, 9)
• Antipas, the faithful witness (2:13)
• church, the faithful witness (11:3; 12:11, 

17; 19:10)
witness in context of persecution:
• Seals: souls under altar (6:9)
• Trumpets: two witnesses (11:7)
• Bowls: millennial reign (20:4)



Michael/Dragon: Intercalation (12:7–12)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

sharp, two-edged 
sword out of mouth of 

Son of Man

“to him who conquers”

“Verse 12:11 is crux of the chapter, the 
center of John’s cosmic stage, the soul 
of the Apocalypse. John has engaged 
the ancient combat myth only to 
demythologize that myth with gospel 
truth. Conquering ‘by the blood of the 
Lamb’ is Revelation in a nutshell, the 
means of the believer’s victory in 
persecution, the only way of true 
discipleship to the end of the age.”

—Dr. Stevens

Michael/Dragon: Intercalation (12:7–12)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

III. Victory Hymn (12:10–12)
B. Earth’s woe: scene anticipation (12:12)

“devil has come down to you”
transferring cosmic struggle down to earth
situation of seven churches of Asia Minor
anticipates imagery of chapters 13–20

“with great wrath . . . time is short”
power of beast and false prophets (13)
context of mark of the beast (13:16–17)
context of Babylon imagery (14:8; 18:3)

Michael/Dragon: Intercalation (12:7–12)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

III. Victory Hymn (12:10–12)
B. Earth’s woe: scene anticipation (12:12)

“devil has come down to you”
transferring cosmic struggle down to earth
situation of seven churches of Asia Minor
anticipates imagery of chapters 13–20

“with great wrath . . . time is short”
power of beast and false prophets (13)
context of mark of the beast (13:16–17)
context of Babylon imagery (14:8; 18:3)

“she has made all nations drink of the 
wine of the wrath of her fornication”

Woman/Dragon: Creation/Combat Myth
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

I. Structure: Intercalation

Woman/Dragon
Part 1

(12:1–6)

Michael/Dragon
Intercalation

(12:7–12)

Woman/Dragon
Part 2

(12:13–18)

Christological
Hymn

(12:10–12)



I. Woman/Dragon Story Resumed (12:13–14)
A. Wilderness theme: exodus traditions

eagles’ wings: divine intervention (Ex. 19:4)
wilderness: divine protection (Pharaoh’s army)
nourishment: divine provision (manna, quail)

B. Duration theme: preserving persecuted church
“time and times and half a time” = 3.5 years

= sealing 144,00 (Seals Interlude, 7:1–8)
= measuring temple (Trumpet Inter., 11:1–2)

various expressions, same period

Woman/Dragon: Part 2 (12:13–18)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Woman/Dragon: Part 2 (12:13–18)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Idea borrowed from Daniel (7:25; 12:7):
• 42 months of trampling court (11:2)
• 1260 days of witnesses’ work (11:3)
• 1260 days of wilderness refuge (12:6)
• 3.5 years of wilderness refuge (12:14)

II. Reprise of Dragon’s Defeat (12:15–16)
A. Dragon’s defeat in heaven reprised on earth
B. River flooding story

source is notable: “from his mouth”
same origin of Son of Man’s sword (1:16)
same issue insinuated = war of words
observe actions of beasts (13:5–6, 11, 15)

earth swallows up waters
flood, earth: elements from original myth
perhaps allusive of exodus, Red Sea (B-M)

Woman/Dragon: Part 2 (12:13–18)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Woman/Dragon: Part 2 (12:13–18)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)Rev 13:5–6: “The beast was given a mouth uttering 

haughty and blasphemous words, and it was allowed 
to exercise authority for forty-two months.  6 It 
opened its mouth to utter blasphemies against God, 
blaspheming his name and his dwelling, that is, those 
who dwell in heaven.
Rev 13:11: “Then I saw another beast that rose out of 
the earth; it had two horns like a lamb and it spoke 
like a dragon.”
Rev 13:15: “and it was allowed to give breath to the 
image of the beast so that the image of the beast 
could even speak and cause those who would not 
worship the image of the beast to be killed.”



II. Reprise of Dragon’s Defeat (12:15–16)
B. Woman’s identity

Jewish tradition: Israel
Christian tradition: church or Mary
Generic blend: faithful people of all time
Reddish: polyvalent symbol
Apocalyptic: woman as a city

harlot in Rev 17 is a city
woman in Rev 12 a deliberate contrast
cf. 2 Esd. 10:38–54; Gal. 4:24–26

Woman/Dragon: Part 2 (12:13–18)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Woman/Dragon: Part 2 (12:13–18)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

Rev 12
Lady Virtue
Jerusalem

Rev 17
Lady Harlot

Babylon

III. Dragon War Perpetuated (12:17–18)
A. Woman’s offspring pursued (12:17)

death throes of a dying monster
mortally wounded but still deadly
“great wrath” = perpetuates losing war

the target clearly is the church
“keep the commandments of God” (cf. 1:3; 
14:12)
“hold the testimony of Jesus” (cf. 1:9; 12:11; 
14:12)

Woman/Dragon: Part 2 (12:13–18)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)

III. Dragon War Perpetuated (12:17–18)
B. Transition to the Two Beasts (12:18)

textual issue: “I stood” or “he stood”
John or dragon stands on the seashore?
KJV = John; almost all modern = dragon

dragon calls forth reinforcements
sea as great resevoir of evil (cf. Dan 7)
two beasts carry out assaults on church

dragon’s attacks embodied in Rome
Rome’s persecution detailed in chapter 13

Woman/Dragon: Part 2 (12:13–18)
The Red Dragon (12:1–18)


